Title word cross-reference

\$119.99 [985]. \$129.00 [985]. \$19.99 [934].
2 [809]. 4 [471, 1010]. 6 \times 2 [985]. \$75.00
[934]. \# [486]. 3 [854]. \chi [445]. \ EB^3
[855]. L^* [1040]. Z [842]. \mu [493, 907, 308]. \nu
[518]. \Omega [325]. P [99]. \phi [644]. \pi [723, 576].
\psi [644]. \times [934].

* [1045].

-based [1040]. -calculus [723, 576, 907].
-complete [99]. -DOF [1010]. -phase [809].
-slot [471].

//doi.org/10.1007/978 [966].
//doi.org/10.1007/978-3-662-56641-1

\www.concrete-semantics.org/ [952].
\www.decision [965].
\www.decision-procedures.org/ [965].

'05 [513].

1 [966]. \#1394 [308, 417].


3 [978]. 3rd [604].

517 [553]. 5th [604].

978-0-19-874782-6 [934].
978-0-19-874783-3 [934].
978-3-319-10542-0 [952].
978-3-642-54117-9 [985].
attacks [962]. attentional [611]. attribute [41]. Audio [298]. augmented [1031].
August [927]. authorization [877].
authors [65]. AUTOFOCUS [359].
Automata [403, 368, 329, 845, 1018, 484, 780, 853, 739, 917, 1024, 581, 646, 244, 501, 806, 834, 596, 1044]. automata-based [834].
Automated
[663, 957, 447, 682, 976, 14, 439, 918, 774].
Automatic
[74, 763, 310, 362, 339, 634, 947, 968].
Automating [972, 629]. Automatizing [170]. automotive [584]. autonomous
[1054, 1008, 900, 1031]. Auxiliary [335].
avionics [850]. avoiding [577]. aware
[978, 1046]. awareness [844]. axiom [53].
Axiomatic [81, 813, 1037].
Axiomatization [454]. Axiomatization
[281]. Axioms [27, 282].
B [655, 776, 352, 558, 714, 862, 540, 828, 656, 691, 860, 650, 979, 1014, 682, 972, 495, 775, 811, 1011, 653]. Backus [566]. backwards
[267]. Bakery [863]. Balancing [827].
Barrier [454, 1034]. Based
[594, 129, 204]. basis [105, 974]. Battery
[978]. Battery-aware [978]. be [391].
before [939]. Behavior [697, 749].
behavioral [849, 466, 875]. Behaviour
[317, 845, 58, 626, 613, 26]. Behavioural
[339, 63, 775, 936]. behaviours [119].
beliefs [900]. Berlin [985]. Bernhard [992].
between [273, 505, 805, 171]. Beyond
[601, 17]. bigraphs [785, 738]. BigRiTiMo
[1025]. Binding [397, 738, 671]. biphase
[139, 521]. Bird [216]. Birkhoff [922].
bisimilarity [99]. Bisimulation
[998, 904, 107, 853, 250, 550].
Bisimulations [573, 867, 725]. bit [471].
black [673, 863]. black-box [673]. Blaming
[640]. blending [525]. blocking [760, 234].
blocks [38]. Bloem [986]. bodies [224].
[910, 969].
Börger [966]. bounded [809, 668, 926].
bounded-time [809]. bounds [645].
Bowen [934]. box [673]. Boyer [97, 113].
branches [939]. Branching [22]. Broad
[390]. Broad-Spectrum [390]. Broadcast
[465]. BSP [670]. Büchi [1024, 596].
budgeting [787]. buffer [89]. buffers [648].
bug [1061]. bugs [939]. build [537].
Building [861, 678, 39, 717]. Burstall
[388, 389, 387]. Bus [418]. business
[609, 635]. button [678]. bytecode [568].
C [927, 658, 831, 889]. CA [785]. Cache
[333]. CADP [882, 854, 855]. CafeOBJ
[902]. Calculate [101]. calculational [276].
Calculator [322]. calculi [573, 922].
Calculus
[215, 1015]. callbacks [519]. calls [519].
Cameo [603]. Camera [1016]. Can [427].
CaPiTo [674]. Capture [577, 611].
Capture-avoiding [577]. carrying [533].
[190]. Cases [1050, 946]. Cash
[361, 356, 354, 357, 358, 355]. CashPoint
[361, 356, 354, 357, 358]. CASL [393].
Categorical [842, 124]. categorically [101].
Category [124]. Category-theoretic [124].


Lovely 946, 82, 1046, 59, 495, 39.

Lower [645]. LTL [942, 866]. Lustre [469].


Manna [993, 238]. MapReduce [718].


Maude [902]. Maximal [892, 867].

maximality [846]. Maximally [347].


MDFAs [520]. mealy [851]. Measure [1019]. measurement [199, 950].

mechanical [480, 750, 751, 262, 275].


Mechanizing [479]. Meertens [216]. Meet [441, 709]. MEGA [325]. membranes [573].


Milner [637, 13]. Mind [401]. mini [537].

Minimal [322, 526, 538, 548].

minimisation [248]. minimization [1061, 520, 1044]. Miranda [18, 203].


Model-based [1026, 938, 956, 903].


model-oriented [21]. model-to-model [936].

Modeling [434, 476, 1003, 559, 1027, 810, 932, 778, 980, 607, 1055, 803, 1031, 966].

Modelling [298, 785, 881, 357, 302, 37, 359, 920, 573, 901, 456, 615, 748, 882, 612, 611, 519].

Models [360, 366, 398, 1062, 845, 626, 1064, 627, 535, 776, 492, 630, 1008, 27, 754, 979, 682, 698, 783, 770, 666, 1000, 821, 806, 205].

modes [174]. Modular [1026, 1022, 68, 124]. modularisation [77].

Modularising [71]. Modulated [334].


Mondex [558, 561, 560, 557, 559, 556, 555].

monitoring [929, 925, 516]. monotone [951].

Moore [97, 113]. Morphants [952, 372, 701].
obfuscation [962, 892]. obfuscations [893].
Obituary [425, 36, 898]. Object
Object-extending [153]. Object-Oriented
[391, 19, 83, 784, 638, 116, 532, 455, 589].
Object-Z [383, 428, 385, 197, 384]. Objects
[302, 830, 234, 767, 736]. obligations
[38, 656]. observable [98]. observational
[840, 59]. OCL [559]. Ode [388]. Ofer [965].
OLAP [820]. Oliver [992]. one [105].
one-combinator [105]. Online [451]. onto
[154]. Ontologies [1051]. opacity [958].
operating [301]. operation [703].
Operational [909, 784]. Operations
[285, 588, 777, 908, 191]. operators
[868, 156]. optical [980, 885]. Optimal
[1018, 497, 740]. Optimality [511].
Optimising [862]. Optimized [168].
Optimizing [913]. orbit [978].
orchestration [791]. orchestrations [758].
Order
order-sorted [245, 908]. O'Regan [1004].
Oriented [391, 19, 83, 252, 937, 784, 797, 638, 116, 595, 532, 249, 21, 455, 589].
orthogonal [550]. Orwellian [218]. OSEK
[1003]. OSEK/VDX [1003]. other [867].
Output [376, 851]. outputs [588].
Overtaking [336]. Overview [382]. Oxford
[934]. OZ [350].
Packetised [298]. pAMN [516].
Paperback [966, 934]. Papers [387, 513].
paradigm [517, 225]. Parallel
[413, 404, 19, 83, 606, 269, 89, 278, 154].
Parallelization [216]. Parameterization
[1023]. Parameterized [951, 329, 619].
Parametric [170, 528, 231, 229].
Parametrized [281]. Paramorphisms [85].
Park [36]. Parlog [10]. part
[588, 780, 725, 327, 328]. Partial
[26, 893, 306, 117, 666, 273, 505, 150, 780,
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Propagation

Properties

Property

Property-directed

Protection

Protective

Protocol

protocols

Prototypes

Prototyping

provable

Provably

Provably-correct

prove

Proved

Prover

prover-based

Proving

PSL

PSL/Sugar

Ptolemy

Publication

pump

Pure

purity

purpose

purses

PuRSUE

push

push-button

pushdown

Putput

PVS

Quantified

Quantitative

Quantities

Quasi

Railway

RAISE

Rammifications

Raschke

rational

RC

RC/

Reachability

reaction

Reactive

Read

Real

Reasoning

Reconciling

reconfiguration

reconsidered

Recursion

Recursive

Redesign

reduced

Reduction

redundancy

reconfigurations

reconsidered

Refinement

Refinement-based

Refinement-oriented

refusals

refusals-based

refutation

region

regular

reification

relabeling

Relating

relation

Relational

relations

reliability

relaxation

reliability

rely

rely/guarantee

Remote

Reo

replicated

reporting

repository

representation

repudiation

requirements

resolutions

resources

resolve
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